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By C. A. Conrad

COUNTERPOINT, United States, 2009. Paperback. Condition:
New. Language: English . Brand New Book. Part psychedelic
road-trip travelogue, part Overheard in Graceland, part
mystic-religious devotional, CAConrad s unabated love for the
King puts him on a pilgrimage to Memphis; on an Advanced
Elvis Course. These bizarre, multifaceted short pieces are an
homage bursting with love, oddball white trash, and twisted
sincerity. Using a melange of breathless energy and
flamboyant desire, Conrad ensnares his reader from the first
vignette, leaving us no choice but to doggedly follow him
around the backwaters of Memphis. Conrad blurs the
distinction between real and fictional experience to create a
transcendental portrait of the legendary Elvis--the man who
changed music and America forever. Through sources as
disparate as graffiti, talk-show interviews, phone messages,
and poetry, Conrad (whose unfettered energy is about as
reality-based as an evening at Graceland) constructs a
semimystical collage both celebrating and laughing with the
cult of Elvis. Get ready for a surreal tour of a celebrity-
obsessed, picaresque America from one of its most unusual
guides. Conrad delights in turning his fantasies into our reality,
making this frenetic fictionalized experience as real as if it were
real.
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An incredibly wonderful book with perfect and lucid explanations. It normally is not going to price a lot of. I am just
very happy to tell you that this is the greatest pdf we have go through within my personal lifestyle and could be he
finest book for at any time.
-- B a r t Lowe-- B a r t Lowe

This is basically the greatest pdf i actually have go through till now. It is definitely simplistic but surprises within the
fifty percent in the ebook. I am easily will get a delight of studying a published ebook.
-- Hym a n O 'Conner  III--  Hym a n O 'Conner  III
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